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ABSTRACT
The knowledge of peak winds in hurricanes is critical to
classification of hurricane intensity; therefore, there is a strong
interest in the operational remote sensing of ocean surface winds
for monitoring tropical storms and hurricanes, especially those
which threaten landfall. Presently, the airborne Stepped Frequency
Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) is the state-of-the-art remote
sensor for providing this information in real-time, during hurricane
surveillance flights. However, for the future, NASA and NOAA
are collaborating in the development of the Hurricane Imaging
Radiometer (HIRAD), which is a prototype of the next-generation
high-flying airborne instrument for monitoring hurricanes.
This paper describes a realistic end-to-end simulation of
HIRAD hurricane measurements while flying on an unmanned
Global Hawk aircraft. The objective of this research is to develop
baseline retrieval algorithms and provide a wind speed
measurement accuracy assessment for the upcoming NASA
hurricane field program, Genesis and Rapid Intensification
Processes (GRIP), to be conducted in 2010.
Index Terms— HIRAD, hurricane imaging, microwave
radiometry, wind speed retrievals
1. HIRAD TECHNOLOGY
The HIRAD aircraft instrument was developed over the past 4
years under a NASA Marshall Space Flight Center led
collaboration with NOAA’s Atlantic Oceanographic and
Meteorological Laboratory, Hurricane Research Division, the
Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory (CFRSL) at the
University of Central Florida and the Space Physics Research
Laboratory of the University of Michigan. This is new technology
that offers significant new capability for hurricane research and
future operational surveillance.
HIRAD is a synthetic aperture interferometric microwave
radiometer [1, 2] that operates at four C-band frequencies (4, 5, 6
& 6.6 GHz) that is based on the successful Stepped Frequency
Microwave Radiometer, SFMR, routinely used by NOAA in
hurricane surveillance [3]. HIRAD uses a microstrip thinned array
antenna to synthesize cross-track pushbroom images of ocean
surface wind speed and rain rate, which enables wide swath
imaging of the hurricane compared to the nadir viewing ground
track profiles of SFMR. From a 20 km altitude, the HIRAD design
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produces a worst-case spatial resolution at nadir of 2.5 km at 4
GHz and a cross-track measurement swath of 60 km (± 60o fieldof-view). HIRAD will potentially succeed SFMR as the primary
source of surface wind data in NOAA’s hurricane surveillance
program, and this instrument is a prototype for the future
development of a sub-orbital (high flying unmanned aircraft) and
space-based satellite hurricane surveillance system. In this paper,
results are presented for an end-to-end simulation of HIRAD with
41 equivalent antenna beams (with boresight spaced on 3o centers
±60o).
2. END-TO-END SIMULATION
A simplified block diagram to the HIRAD end-to-end simulation is
shown in Fig. 1. The first step is performing the geometry module
calculations, where the HIRAD pushbroom antenna beams linesof-sight and surface footprints are calculated. As part of the
forward radiative transfer model (RTM), several numerical
hurricane model runs are used that provide realistic 3D
environmental parameters (rain, water vapor, clouds, temperature
and surface winds) from which simulated HIRAD Tb’s are derived
for typical flight tracks from platforms operating at 20 km altitude.
The RTM includes the SFMR rain model for the hurricane
environment and an ocean surface emissivity model developed
especially for HIRAD high incidence angle measurements [5]. A
detailed description is provided later in this section. Also included
in the simulation is antenna pattern convolution of the scene Tb.
In the HIRAD retrieval algorithm, a different RTM is used
with environmental parameters available from independent
climatology and data bases parametrically to compute a theoretical
modeled brightness temperature matrix over a wide range of
possible wind speed, rain rate and incidence angles for the four
HIRAD frequencies.
The retrieved ocean surface wind speed and rain rate are
estimated using the statistical least-squares difference method. In
this procedure, the wind speed and rain rate that minimize the
difference between the simulated HIRAD Tb measurements and
modeled apparent brightness temperatures across all HIRAD
frequencies. Realistic sources of random errors, which are
expected in hurricane observations, are added to the simulated
HIRAD measurements and the retrievals are performed using a
Monte Carlo simulation. The retrieval algorithm is performed
using independent available databases of sea surface temperatures
and climatological hurricane atmospheric parameters (excluding
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rain) as a priori information. The retrieval algorithm process is
described in the bottom part of Fig. 1, and a detailed description of
the retrieval algorithm process is provided in section 4 of this
paper.
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The final convolved brightness temperature, TA, is a superposition
of TbHconv and TbVconv according to,
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where γ is the ratio of the X-Pol brightness temperature to the total,
which increases (degrades) with incidence angle and is
approximated by,
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Figure 1 HIRAD end-to-end simulation.
2.1. Forward Radiative Transfer Model
Significant advances in radiative transfer modeling (RTM) of
hurricanes have been developed at CFRSL to simulate HIRAD
radiometric brightness temperature (Tb) scenes. Specifically, an
improved ocean surface emissivity model that extends to large
incidence angles (> 60o) and high wind speeds (> 70 m/sec), has
been developed [6]. Further, the RTM includes the SFMR rain
model for the hurricane environment, which is from the work of
Jorgensen and Willis [4] and Olsen et al. [5].
Two hurricane “nature run” simulations were used in this
paper; the Penn State–NCAR fifth-generation Mesoscale Model
(MM5) described by Chen et al. (2007) [7] and the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model used by NOAA, HRD.
The two model runs for Hurricane Frances (MM5, 2004) and
Hurricane Bill (WRF, 2009) provide realistic 3D environmental
parameters of rain, water vapor, clouds and surface winds from
which simulated HIRAD Tb’s are derived for typical aircraft “Fig4” flight pattern as shown in Fig. 2.
The RTM is used to compute the absorption coefficients for
water vapor, cloud liquid water, rain and oxygen. For
environmental parameters, we use 3D fields produced by the
simulated nature run and a realistic high-resolution sea surface
temperature (SST) field from the NSSTC. Each simulated HIRAD
Tb measurement (cross-track pixel) has a unique surface wind
speed and line-of-sight atmospheric profile, which uses a mesh
grid of 39 atmospheric layers and the horizontal grid of 1.67 km
pixels. This procedure calculates the simulated HIRAD pushbroom
geometry based on the HIRAD antenna sampling for the crosstrack scans.
2.2. Antenna Pattern Convolution
The HIRAD measurement is H-Pol only, but to simulate realistic
antenna temperature measurements, both the H-Pol and V-Pol
scene apparent Tb are computed from the forward model and are
convolved with the co-polarized (Co-Pol) and cross-polarized (XPol) antenna patterns respectively. The resulted convolved H-Pol
and V-Pol temperatures are given by [8],
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Figure 2 Example of simulated HIRAD wind speed image for
Hurricane Frances with color bar in m/s. Aircraft Fig-4 flight lines
from an altitude of 20 km.
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3. WIND SPEED AND RAIN RATE RETRIEVAL
ALGORITHM
The HIRAD algorithm, for rain rate and wind speed retrievals in
hurricanes, is composed of a retrieval RTM and an inversion
algorithm as described earlier by Fig. 1 (bottom part).
3.1. Atmospheric Treatment
The retrieval RTM is different than the forward RTM used in the
Tb measurement simulation. For the retrieval, an a priori hurricane
climatology atmosphere profile, based upon radial distance from
the hurricane eye, is used at each surface beam position.
Azimuthally averaged water vapor and cloud liquid water vertical
profiles were constructed over radial annuli of 5 km thicknesses
using the nature run data.
Because rain is a retrieved parameter, it is treated differently
in the retrieval RTM. Here the rain is assumed to be uniform along
the slant path from the assumed constant freezing level of 5 km to
the surface. Also for the retrieval RTM, the SST is assumed to be a
constant value of 28 Celsius in comparison to the actual SST image
used in the forward RTM Tb simulation. The sum of these

(a)
(b)
Figure 3 RMS retrieved wind speed error surfaces (m/s) for (a) Nadir and (b) ± 60o for 4 K random error.
absorption coefficients along with the absorption coefficient due to
rain (retrieved parameter) is used in the computation of the
modeled brightness temperature (Tmod) at each of the four C-band
frequencies.

Monte-Carlo simulation for each beam position and scan to collect
RMSE statistics.

3.2. Antenna Pattern Correction

This section includes results from a Monte Carlo simulation of
HIRAD Tb’s, with errors, and retrieved wind speed and rain rate. A
single Fig-4 flight pattern, with 2 perpendicular flight legs through
the eye of a hurricane 90o apart would adequately cover the inner
portion of the hurricane and measure the maximum winds.
However, to build a larger data set for this error analysis, six Fig-4
patterns were simulated, with 12 flight legs 30o apart. Each flight
leg is made up of 240 individual HIRAD scans, resulting in a total
of 3840 scans over the HIRAD swath. The simulated HIRAD
swath consists of 41 cross-track pixels of Tb, and the Monte Carlo
simulation adds zero-mean Gaussian random errors. The nature run
modeled data, serving as surface truth, is compared to the retrieved
wind speed values and rain rate values and RMS errors are
computed from the differences.
To characterize the wind speed retrieval error as a function of
wind speed, rain rate and beam position (EIA), a regression
analysis was performed to fit wind speed “error surfaces” in two
dimensions (wind speed and integrated rain rate) for fixed
incidence angles. The errors were the RMS of the Monte Carlo
retrieval simulation on a per pixel basis for all cross-track scans.
Example results presented in Fig. 3 were computed for all
Fig-4 legs, and a 4 K random error, which shows the best wind
speed RMSE surface fits (based on maximizing “Coefficient of
Determination”) at Nadir and 60o beam positions. Each symbol
represents an individual (pixel) estimate of the wind speed error.
The magnitude of the wind speed error increases with increasing
EIA, but the shape of the surface i.e., the dependence of the error
on wind speed and rain rate is similar at all EIAs. The RMS wind
speed errors, at all beam positions, are the greatest at lower wind
speeds, and in general the error increases with rain rate.
Taking constant wind speed slices of these surfaces is a useful
way to look at this data, so RMSE is plotted against integrated rain
rate for constant wind speeds at Nadir and r 60o in Fig. 4.

It is necessary to correct for the antenna pattern convolution effect
and thereby estimate the true boresight brightness temperature
before performing the wind speed and rain rate retrieval. The
cross-pol (V-Pol) effect was removed from the total antenna
brightness temperature (TA) computation according to,
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The V-Pol convolved temperatures, TbV_conv, in (5) are
estimated based on empirical correations of the convolved antenna
brightness temperature, TA, using the simulated forward model Tb’s
for the two nature runs. After solving for TbHconv, the estimated
boresight brightness temperature, Tcorr, is given in (6),
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where TU and TB are the brightness temperatures that correspond to
the “above the boresight” and “below the boresight” portions of the
pattern. These Tb’s are computed as part of the simulated forward
model based on the observed regressions with TA. , and KML, KU,
and KB are the correspondent beam efficiencies of the main lobe,
above and below the boresight respectively.
Also included in the retrieval algorithm are realistic sources of
errors which are expected in hurricane observations and include the
instrument Tb errors which involves the NEDT and the ∆G/G, the
aircraft attitude and the geophysical model function (emissivity
model) errors. In the simplest terms, these Tb errors are modeled as
random errors that have probability distribution functions that are
Gaussian random distributions with standard deviations that vary
parametrically from 1 to 8 Kelvin.
The modeled brightness temperature matrix, Tmod, is
compared to the corrected brightness temperature with random
errors added, (Tcorr + Noise), at each of the four frequencies. Each
element in the difference matrices is squared and the algorithm
searches for the local minimum of the summed squared difference
surface, over all frequencies. This process is repeated 50 times in a
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4. RESULTS

5. SUMMARY
The Hurricane Imaging Radiometer, HIRAD, instrument concept
has the potential to improve on the state of the art for hurricane
surface wind speed measurements currently provided by SFMR.
This improved capability to provide a wide swath measurement
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Figure 4 RMS wind speed errors (m/s) at (a) Nadir, (b) ± 60o for three wind speed bins for 4 K random error.
compared to the SFMR nadir viewing profile of brightness
temperature has very significant positive impact on hurricane
surveillance. The HIRAD simulation is composed of a forward
radiative transfer model, to calculate realistic brightness
temperature measurements in a 3D treatment of the atmospheric
components and rain, and a statistical least-squares difference
inversion algorithm which was based on the HIRAD geometry and
the basic HIRAD antenna design. Nature, or surface truth, was
represented by the MM5 and WRF numerical models for wind and
rain fields for hurricane Frances, 2004, and hurricane Bill, 2009
respectively.
Monte Carlo error studies were conducted for simulated
HIRAD surveillance flights in hurricanes Frances and Bill.
Sixteen flight lines were simulated to provide complete images of
Frances with brightness temperature errors of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Kelvin
applied. The modeled surface truth and the simulated retrievals
were compared and the resulting differences, or root mean squared
errors, RMSE for wind speed in the presence of rain were
computed. It was observed that the retrieved wind speed compares
well to the surface truth over most of the swath. Antenna pattern
effects and limitations to the treatment of rain in the retrieval
algorithm did result in some significant wind speed errors, usually
near the edges of the swath (± 60o). The wind speed retrieval error
was further characterized as a function of wind speed, rain rate and
beam position, by computing wind speed error surfaces. These
relationships showed that the magnitude of the wind speed error
increases with increasing EIA, and the shape of the dependence of
the error on wind speed and rain rate is similar at all EIAs. The
RMS wind speed errors are the greatest at lower wind speeds, due
to the shape of the surface emissivity GMF, and this is true at all
beam positions.
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